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Abstract

When writing code, developers make design decisions by choosing between alternatives. Subsequent work
with code requires reasoning about these design decisions, ensuring their code is consistent and answering
rationale questions about why they were made. While documentation might help, it is rarely updated and
often incomplete and untrustworthy. We propose a new form of documentation which is active, making design
decisions checkable and offering immediate feedback on violations as they occur. Active documentation helps
developers reason about design decisions by offering explanations and linked code snippets illustrating how to
follow a design decision. To ensure active documentation is easy to create and maintain, new ways to create
and edit checkable design decisions are needed. We offer a vision for active documentation, offer evidence for
its potential, describe several techniques to achieve it, and suggest future directions for programming tools to
better support it.
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1 Introduction
Developers make design decisions whenever they choose between alternatives [1], whether between two
architectural styles or two approaches for persisting data into a datastore. Design decisions collectively
define how functional and non-functional requirements are satisfied by an implementation. Ignoring
and violating design decisions have substantial negative consequences, such as creating defects, code
decay, and architectural erosion [2], [3].

Due to their centrality to programming, developers find themselves constantly needing to under-
stand design decisions. Developers have long been instructed to make this easier by documenting
their design decisions [4]. But in practice this documentation is rarely updated, making it incomplete
and untrustworthy [5]. Instead, developers reverse engineer design decisions from code, and report
that rationale questions about why code was built as it was to be among the most challenging and
hard to answer [6], [7].

We believe there is an important opportunity to re-invent the nature of documentation and make it
active [8]. Rather than interact with plain text, documentation can instead be viewed as a specification,
which can be checked against code. At the same time, it needs to still fulfill the role of documentation
and be written in a language that is understandable by developers and explains why design decisions
were made. Moreover, as code is constantly changing, it needs to be a representation which is easily
and quickly editable, reflecting developer’s constantly changing understanding of their design in the
moment. And, rather then being viewed as a burden imposed on developers to create, documentation
should help developers in reasoning about their decisions as they make them, helping quickly gather
both positive examples of code following it and negative examples of violations and understand how
these are related to other decisions.

To explore this vision, we first studied the potential for helping developers work more effectively
with design decisions. We conducted a detailed study of code reviews, investigating the decisions that
developers violate and the potential for tools to help developers identify these violations (Section 3).
We found many of these issues could be written in the form of checkable rules, many of which can
even be checked by relatively simple AST-based program analysis tools. Based on these findings, we
have been creating a series of tools for making documentation active, helping developers more rapidly
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and easily create checkable design rules and ensuring that these tools retain the value and benefits
that effective documentation can bring to developers. We built ActiveDocumentation [8] (Section 4)
to help developers follow design decisions in code and RulePad [9] (Section 5) to reduce the effort
required to write design decisions in a checkable form. We are currently exploring new techniques for
identifying implicit design decisions in code (Section 6).

2 Background
A design decision is a chosen technical alternative [1] which commits the project to a particular design
or otherwise restricts the design space [10]. Design decisions vary in their scope and complexity,
ranging from low-level decisions impacting a few lines of code to high-level architectural decisions
impacting the entire codebase [11]. Design decisions may be associated with a variety of attributes,
such as a description, author, impact [12], rationale [13], and constraints. Design rationale describes
the alternatives which were considered as well as the reasons for choosing the selected alternative [14],
[15]. The constraints of a design decision describe how code should be implemented to be consistent
with the decision [16]. These form a design rule imposed by the decision.

Software Query Languages and ToolsReverse Engineering Tools

Design Pattern Catalog Tools

Design Rationale Tools Documentation Generation Tools Static Analysis Tools System Architecture Tools

Is the design decision captured 
when a developer makes a decision?

How does a developer find 
design decisions?

Is the decision captured by linking to an 
existing explanation of a design decision?

What parts of the design 
decision are captured?

How is design rationale expressed?

Is the rule about dependencies between modules?

Test hypothesized design decisions by 
identifying examples

Use examples to infer 
design decisions

Yes No

Yes No

design rationale (not checked against code)

As alternatives and explanation 
of a choice between alternatives

As explanation of a choice within the 
description of the design decision

design rule (checked against code)

Yes No

Figure 1. Tools supporting working with design decisions in code make many choices about how decisions
are captured and represented (italic text), resulting in a variety of approaches (bold text).

A wide body of tools have envisioned ways in which developers might be better supported when
interacting with design decisions, from capturing and documenting decisions to recovering uncaptured
decisions from code (Figure 1). To capture decisions, tools may record and link design decisions
to existing artifacts like design pattern catalog tools (e.g., DRIM [17]). Or support documenting
checkable constraints, such as system architecture tools (e.g., SAVE [18]) and static analysis tools
(e.g., FindBugs [19]). Other attributes of design decisions, such as their description, rationale, and
alternatives, may be captured using design rationale tools (e.g., SEURAT [20]) or documentation
tools such as on-demand documentation tools [21]). If design decisions are not captured when the
decision is first made, tools may still offer support, helping developers find decisions by inferring them
from examples in code or testing hypothesized decisions by identifying examples in code. Reverse
engineering tools (e.g., DECKARD [22]) and software query languages and tools (e.g., EG [23]) are
designed to help developers to infer decisions or test hypothesized decisions.

One way to consider how tools support developers in their work with design decisions is to consider
related tasks (e.g., make a design decision, change a design decision) and goals developers face in
accomplishing these tasks (Figure 2). We identify six key goals in working with design decisions:
identifying [24], selecting [25], and documenting chosen alternatives [4], [26]; explaining and following
design decisions [27]; and checking hypothesized decisions [28], [29] (Table 1). Tools often support
more than one of these goals, and may vary in the effectiveness of their support for each (Table 2).
For example, static analysis tools enable developers to find and follow relevant design decisions in code
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Figure 2. When working with design decisions, developers face many tasks (italic), leading to a variety of
goals (rectangles) depending on the status of design decisions (dark rectangles).

Table 1. When working with design decisions, developers seek to accomplish a number of distinct goals.

Goal Example
Goal 1 Identify potential alternatives How should functionality be decomposed into classes to achieve ex-

tensibility and maintainability?
Goal 2 Select an alternative as a design decision Is the best alternative for this situation the Command Pattern or

Publish/Subscribe?
Goal 3 Document the chosen alternative Communicate the design decision of selecting the Command pattern

to future developers through documentation.
Goal 4 Check hypothesized design decisions against

code
After reading the code, a developer hypothesizes that the Command
pattern is being used and seeks additional evidence to test this hy-
pothesis.

Goal 5 Find and follow relevant design decisions While creating a new class to implement a new user action, a de-
veloper tries to determine how it should be connected to existing
functionality that captures user toolbar actions.

Goal 6 Determine why an alternative was selected After seeing that communication is mediated through Command pat-
terns, the developer tries to determine why it was selected instead of
a Publish/Subscribe approach.

and offer partial support for documenting the chosen alternatives, checking hypothesized decisions,
and reasoning about decisions. But they offer no support for identifying alternative decisions and
choosing between alternatives.

3 Design Decisions in Code Reviews
To better understand the types of decisions developers fail to follow in their everyday work, we studied
the defects found by code reviews and evaluated the potential of programming tools to detect these
defects.

A number of studies have examined the ability of defect detectors to identify defects. For example
studies found that FindBugs, JLint, and PMD might detect 35% to 95% of defects reported through
issue trackers [30], Error Prone, Infer, and SpotBugs could detect 4.5% of defects in Defects4J
dataset [31], and PMD could detect 16% of issues in code review comments [32]. However, our
analysis differed in that, rather than run the tools that exist today, we instead qualitatively investigated
the nature of each code review issue. Through this process, we were able to systematically examine
not only what defects can definitely be found today, through the tools as they exist and are currently
configured, but also which might be found by using the same underlying program analysis approach,
but with a perfect database containing every design decision in the project.

We systematically collected and qualitatively analyzed more than 1300 defects found in code
reviews. For this analysis, we used all available information, including submitted code, updated code,
reviewers’ comments, and followup discussions, to formulate each defect as a violation of a rule. While
we did not count the frequency each rule applied within a codebase, we observed many to be violated
several times in the same repository. We then compared these rules against the underlying techniques
used by various program analysis tools. We created a taxonomy of tools (Table 3), focusing on
characterizing the representation of code used to check for defects (e.g., abstract syntax tree, program
execution, string literals), the origin of the rule (e.g., programming language syntax and semantics,
project-specific design decisions), and the consequences of its violation (behavioral changes or code
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Table 2. Existing developer tools help developers achieving different goals involving design decisions with
different levels of support; denotes full support, denotes partial support, and denotes no support.

Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3 Goal 4 Goal 5 Goal 6
Documentation Generating Tools
Static Analysis Tools
Design Rational Tools
Design Pattern Catalogs
System Architecture Tools
Reverse Engineering Tools
Software Query Languages and Tools

Table 3. Program analysis tools differ in their representation of code (A: AST, CE: Code Execution, St:
Strings), origin of defects (L: Language, Sp: Specifications, BP: Best Practices), and consequences (CQ:
Code Quality, B: Behavioral). The ∼ symbol indicates indirect influence.

Representation Origin Consequence

PAT Categories A CE St L Sp BP CQ B
Style Checkers ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Continuous Integration Tools ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Data Flow Analyzers ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Architectural Style Checkers ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Test Suite Quality Checkers ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ∼ ∼
Dead Code Detectors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Code Clone Detectors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Compilers ✓ ✓ ✓
String Compilers ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Code Smell Detectors ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Memory Leak Detectors ✓ ✓ ✓
AST Pattern Checkers ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

quality).
Our analysis revealed that existing program analysis techniques may be capable of detecting three-

quarters of the defects found in code reviews. This is considerably higher than the 16% of issues found
by studies of existing defect detectors [32], suggesting the potential for program analysis techniques
to be used to find more defects. In particular, we found that style checkers and AST-based defect
detectors might potentially detect half of the defects found in code reviews. However, many of these
defects differ considerably from the typical defects found today by these tools. Rather than encode
rules such as variables should be defined before use, these rules instead captured project specific rules.
That is, they capture design decisions which developers had violated.

4 Making Documentation Active
To help developers more effectively work with design decisions in code, we proposed a new form
of documentation which is active [8]. (Figure 3). ActiveDocumentation makes the design rule
constraints imposed by decisions checkable as AST patterns, which we found to be a commonly
applicable representation (Section 3). ActiveDocumentation helps developers follow design decisions
by maintaining an active link between code and captured design decisions, actively checking the
decisions against code, and informing developers about divergences between code and design decisions.
The active links enable developers to find examples of code following decisions, which is often sought
by developers [33], and to update design decisions to be consistent with code. To help developers
easily find relevant design decisions, ActiveDocumentation surfaces design decisions related to the
current files and includes a tagging mechanism for organizing and browsing design decisions.

We evaluated ActiveDocumentation by conducting a user study asking participants to implement
a feature in an unfamiliar codebase. We found that ActiveDocumentation enabled developers to work
more quickly and successfully with design decisions in code. Developers used the examples identified
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Figure 3. ActiveDocumentation enables developers to find and follow relevant design decisions, surfacing
design decisions related to the current file.

by ActiveDocumentation to learn how to follow design decisions, and used identified violations to find
incorrect and incomplete code. Developers reported that the instant feedback in ActiveDocumentation
helped them detect defects early.

5 Helping Developers Write Checkable Design Decisions

C

D

A B

Figure 4. Developers may use RulePad to author checkable design decisions by either using (B) snippet-
based authoring to express design decisions using simple code-based templates in a structured editor or (A)
using semi-natural language to express design decisions in a notation close to prose. While editing decisions,
developers may examine the behavior of the decision by (D) viewing a list of example code snippets which
satisfy or violate the decision.

In today’s tools, there is a wide gulf between explaining a design decision in a prose document
and writing a defect pattern in PMD. Yet, if documentation is to be made checkable, it is necessary
for a developer to express their design decision in a way that can translated into a specification
which can be used by a program analysis tool. Many static analysis tools such as Error Prone [34]
and Infer [35] are extensible, enabling developers to write new defect patterns. However, they require
substantial knowledge of program analysis to write, either in a general purpose programming language
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(e.g. FindBugs [19]) or through complex query notations (e.g. XPath in PMD [36]). These notations
impose a substantial barrier in both expertise and effort. Asking developers to constantly document
their design decisions in checkable form clearly requires reducing these barriers.

We created two complimentary techniques for documenting checkable design decisions: snippet-
based authoring and semi-natural language authoring [9]. These approaches are complimentary in
their balance between simplicity and expressiveness. Developers may first use snippet-based authoring
to express design decisions through simple code-based templates, using their knowledge of code to
author simple rules in a structured editor that looks like code. But more complex design decisions,
requiring more control over conjunction and disjunction, cannot be expressed. In semi-natural language
authoring, developers can use a language that looks like a natural language description of a decision
to author a wide range of decisions. But developers must first learn the semi-natural language.

We implemented these two approaches in RulePad, an extension to our ActiveDocumentation tool,
in a Graphical Editor and Textual Editor. As developers author design decisions, they receive immediate
feedback in the form of positive examples following the decision and code snippets which violate the
decision (Figure 4-D). The Graphical Editor and Textual Editor are bidirectionally synchronized. As
developers edit rules in the Graphical Editor, they can understand their design decision by reading the
constructed semi-natural language representation in the Textual Editor (Figure 4-C).

In a user study comparing authoring checkable design decisions in RulePad against existing support
in PMD, we asked developers to author a series of design decisions. We found that participants were
able to successfully author 13 times more query elements using RulePad than PMD and were more
willing to used RulePad in their everyday work.

6 Suggesting Design Decisions From Code
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Feature/Code Unit Table Suggested Design RulesCodebase Features in each Unit1 2
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Figure 5. To suggest design decisions to developers, features are first extracted from code and stored in a
data table. From this, frequent co-occurring features are identified and displayed as suggested design rules.

When design decisions are not written down, developers use source code as their primary resource
and reverse engineer design decisions from code [7]. Developers look for examples in code, try to infer
rules from examples, and test hypothesized rules against code.

We believe programming tools can offer better support here. We envision a tool which helps
developers by suggesting potential design decisions relevant to their current work (Figure 5). To
find design decisions, features are first extracted from each code element (e.g., class, method, field)
(Figure 5-1). These features might include the identifier of the superclass, the parameter types for
a method, or the initial value of fields. Each code element can then be represented by its features
(Figure 5-2). Through frequent itemset mining algorithms, co-occurring features can next be identified
(Figure 5-3). Finally, frequent itemsets can themselves be clustered and rendered in a readable form
as suggested design rules (Figure 5-4).

One key challenge with mining approaches is helping to surface interesting and relevant design
decisions from the vast quantity of coincidental occurrences. Widely used algorithms for mining
frequent itemsets (e.g., FP-Growth [37]) focus mostly on the number of features co-occurring and
less on their importance or relevance. Many itemsets may be highly similar, creating more noise to
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sift through. Meeting these challenges requires approaches for clustering itemsets and finding ways
to identify potential design decisions which are most relevant and interesting.

Another key challenge is selecting the features with which to represent code. The potential number
of features is exponential in the size of the code snippet, making it rapidly intractable to examine
all possible features. To address this challenge, a set of standard features might be curated from
examples of design decision in codebases. But it is crucial to offer extensbility, letting developers
themselves create new features.

To evaluate the effectiveness of an approach, it is important to investigate its ability to suggest the
design decisions developers might care about. This might be assessed by finding a corpus of design
decisions for a codebase and comparing it to those extracted. But it is important to also conduct user
studies to evaluate the ability of such techniques to help developers more quickly and successfully find
and follow relevant design decisions.

7 Conclusion
Understanding the rationale behind code has long been particularly painful and time consuming due
to the failure of programming tools to adequately support the process of creating and maintaining
documentation. By thinking more broadly about what documentation might and should be to effec-
tively support work with design decisions, many opportunities for better tools can be found. Rather
than conceive of documentation as a passive document, to be manually created and maintained, it
can instead be thought of as an active view of code, co-created together by the developer and their
programming tools. Our studies show the potential value of this approach to improving the ability
of developers to work effectively. But there a wide range of goals which developers pursue when
working with design decisions, each of which requires careful consideration of how to offer effective
tool support.
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